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The Integrated Digital Media program at New York University’s Tandon School of 

Engineering is pleased to announce Invisible Designs, a one-day symposium 

dedicated to highlighting, mapping, discussing, and celebrating the contributions of 

designers hitherto marginalized in the canons of the fields of graphic design and 

typography: black, indigenous, and migrant designers in the Western world, as well 

as from the Global South. Invisible Designs attempts to map the canons, histories, 

and pasts, as well as present practices, scholarship, and discourses, of designers 

from around the world. In a day-long event, we’ll hear from a host of designers from 

around the world working through these issues of representation, inclusion, and 

diversity in creative practice in design, and listen to how their work is helping shape 

the present and future discourses of creative practice, scholarship, and pedagogy. 
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Ramon Tejada

We Must Topple the Tropes, Cripple the Canon



Danah Abdullah

The Myth of Global Design

10 – 11AM

Shan Design Studio2 – 3PM

Sina Fakour

Negotiating Design Cultures: Between Tehran and Lyons 

 

Felipe Taborda

Graphic Design in Latin America

11AM – 12PM

12 – 1PM LUNCH BREAK

Itinerary
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RAMON TEJADA is a New Yorkino/Afro-Caribbean/American designer and educator based 

in Providence, RI. He works in a hybrid design/teaching practice focusing on collaboration, 

inclusion, unearthing and the responsible expansion of a practice he has named “puncturing.”

DANAH ABDULLA is an educator, designer and researcher based in London, UK. She’s a 

Senior Lecturer in Communication Design at Brunel University London; founder of Kalimat, 

non-profit magazine about Arab thought and culture; and a founding member of the 

Decolonising Design platform.

SINA FAKOUR is a visual artist, graphic and type designer based between Lyon and Tehran. 

His conceptual work expresses itself through diverse mediums including multilingual 

typography, creative coding, scientific experimentations, photography, editorial and type 

design, video, etc.

FELIPE TABORDA is a graphic designer from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. A professor at 

UniverCidade/RJ, he has worked mainly in the cultural, publishing and recording areas. His 

book Latin American Graphic Design is the very first comprehensive compilation of historical 

and contemporary design of this region.


